Celebrity Hairstyles: The
2017
Hair
Trend
That’s
Brightening Up Fashion Week
By Cortney Moore
Celebrity hairstyles have always influenced pop culture.
Whether it be the “the Rachel” haircut from the 90s, or the
partial buzzcuts made popular by the likes of Rihanna and
Cassie Ventura in the 2010s- fans can’t help but take cues
from celebrity style. New York Fashion Week 2017 is no
exception. According to Vogue.com, bright and colorful dye
jobs were hair trends that made celebrity news. If you want to
make a bold statement this year, then try to make it clear
with your hair. Here are six celebrities that have masterfully
flaunted their colored locks.

Colorful tresses took over NY
Fashion Week, see if you can take
inspiration from some of these
bright celebrity hairstyles!
Steel Blue: English singer and songwriter Louisa Johnson isn’t
afraid to dabble in icy tones. The smokey pastel blue color
helps to bring out her lovely features. Her blunt cut and soft
layers also add a hint of sophistication to this punky color.
What’s even better? She achieved this look with L’oreal box
dye!

Today I am launching the new @Lorealhair Colorista hair colour range. Really
excited to announce that I am a brand ambassador for L'Oréal Paris

I

always dreamed of being a L'Oréal girl when I was younger! Loving my new
#aquahair

#colorista #doityourway #worthit

A post shared by Louisa Johnson (@louisa) on Feb 15, 2017 at 10:17am PST

Pretty in Pink: American model Hailey Baldwin mixes femininity
and edge with this rosy pink hair color. Loose body waves give
this style a youthful appearance, so be wary if you’re trying
to achieve a mature look with your hairstyle. Pastel tones are
also a pretty and playful contrast with tan skin.

A post shared by Hailey Baldwin (@haileybaldwin) on Jan 16, 2017 at 7:45pm PST

Related Link: Beauty Tips: 5 Hair Trends for 2017

Earthy Tones: If you love mother earth, then Katy Perry’s
faded green hair might be the look for you. Her dark roots
seamlessly blends with the green tones in a nice ombré effect,
much like a lush forest. The bob cut adds a retro, but
fashionable look.

SLIME GREEN FOR SPRING by my bb's @neeenaboo & @brantmayfield at the
@mcmillansalon
A post shared by KATY PERRY (@katyperry) on Apr 7, 2014 at 5:34pm PDT

Go Granny Go: Aside from Kardashian-related drama, Blac Chyna
is known for her long and colorful wigs. This year however,
the reality star surprised us with cropped grey tresses. Her
beautiful cheekbones and jawline are brought out more with
this color and cut combo.

Strength
A post shared by Blac Chyna (@blacchyna) on Feb 8, 2017 at 12:52pm PST

Related Link: Celebrity Looks: 3 Easy Ways To Dress Like a
Celebrity
Galaxy Colors: Demi Lovato does much more than sing, she can
also paint the colors of the galaxy! Dying a whole head with
multiple colors can be high maintenance and difficult to
upkeep, so take a page out Demi’s book and try colorful
extensions or dip-dyed ends in purple, blue and pink.

#ReallyDontCare
A post shared by Demi Lovato (@ddlovato) on Jun 8, 2014 at 12:47pm PDT

Pastel Rainbow: Some might say Kylie Jenner is the queen of
changing hair colors. She stunned fans at Coachella last year
with multicolored locks. The pastel touch adds a modern twist
to rainbow hair. However, it’s important to note that this
look is very high maintenance.

Metallic matte HEIR on the lips @kyliecosmetics
A post shared by Kylie (@kyliejenner) on Apr 16, 2016 at 11:24pm PDT

And celebrities aren’t the only ones crazy about colorful
hair. The trend was also seen on the runway this Fashion Week.
Designer Jeremy Scott sent model Olesya Ivanishcheva down the
catwalk with neon pink hair, while ADEAM let model Mae Lapres
walk down in electric blue. So it seems that celebrities are
onto to something with their out-there hair trends.
What do you think of this latest hair trend? Would you
experiment with the colors of the rainbow? Let us know in the

comments below!

